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Our Collection Grows

Need a vaccine-preventable disease story? Check out these new additions to our ShotByShot storybank. Thank you, individual contributors, families, and partners!

New Flu Stories

Samantha’s Story and Amanda’s Story are dramatic reminders of what can happen when a pregnant woman gets sick with flu.

New HPV Stories

Aligning with National Cervical Health Awareness Month in January and Preteen Vaccine Week in February, we launched six new incredible HPV cancer stories. If you did get a chance to view them, do so today!

In Matthew’s Story, a teen sees his dad being treated for throat cancer while he himself is finishing his HPV vaccine series. Shawna’s Story, Emily’s Story, and HPV Cancer Stories were contributed by the Iowa Department of Public Health. Justine’s Story of HPV-related anal cancer was contributed by the National HPV Vaccine Roundtable.

New in April!

In April, for National Oral Cancer Month, we will have four new HPV cancer stories featuring men including two from the Iowa collection and original contributions from Christopher and Jason sharing their personal journeys with HPV-related oral cancer.

Getting ready for the National Infant Immunization Week? Check out Hailey’s Story or other infant stories in our gallery. Use ShotByShot as your go-to resource. Visit our site to download stories for your event.

Love our Stories? Join Us!

- Never miss a story: follow us on Facebook!
- Join our “Booster” list. Promote new story launches on social media. It’s easy and takes only minutes to share or comment on Facebook or Twitter. Email us to be a SBS “Booster.” info@shotbyshot.org.